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"As the patients gather, there is a period of unofficial talk -perhaps about some event from the preceding session,

perhaps about an experience that someone has had since the last meeting, or perhaps about some neutral outside

happening. Several conversations may go on at once, with the patients talking in pairs or threes; one or two may be

silent. The conversation may be general. The atmosphere might suggest depression, tension, distance, or casual

friendliness. Then at some signal - perhaps the closing of a door, the arrival of the therapist, or simply the clock

indicating that the starting time has arrived -the session 'begins'.

"After a pause or a longer silence, an initial comment is made. It may reflect some personal concern, some reaction to

the previous session, or some reference to the current situation. The speaker may direct his comment to the therapist,

to another patient, or to the entire group. The initial comment is followed by another which mayor may not appear

related to the first one. If it seems related, it may be a response to the topic just introduced, or it may be stimulated

by the emotion of the original statement and have little to do with the content. It may be a response to some

relationship established earlier in the group's history. Comment follows comment, and a conversation develops.

There is some coherence to this conversation, so that the group can be described as talking 'about' something.

Occasionally the conversation may become disjointed. There may be abrupt shifts in topic, lapses into silence, and

illogical elements. The mood may shift, and the rhythm and pace of the discussion may vary. Some patients may

talk a great deal, others very little. From time to time, the therapist may enter the discussion, directing his remarks to

one person or to the group in general. He may comment about the mood of the group, the character of the interaction,

or a problem of a patient.

"Some comments get 'lost' in the group, as if no one hears them; others are built upon and form the predominant

topics and themes. The patients may express such emotions as anger, delight, suspicion, nervousness, or superiority.

Some feelings and attitudes are expressed in words; others come through in non-verbal behaviour. Certain patterns

may emerge in terms of who dominates, who is silent, who talks to whom, and who expresses what feelings. After

about an hour of complex interaction, the therapist will signal that time is up, and the group will disperse. It will

meet a few days later for another session"

The above description' presents a more or less typical pattern of events in a psychotherapy group session when the

therapist does not control the content or procedure of the session, as is the trend of psychoanalytically oriented

therapists.

Various theories have been advanced to give a meaningful explanation of the behaviour in groups, on the hypothesis

that the diversity of phenomena occurring is apparent rather than real, and that the phenomena hang together in relation

to some underlying issue. However, there is significant diversity of opinion regarding the relevance of group

phenomena to the therapist, in the treatment of individual patients. Positions taken on this issue range from the

I Whitaker, D.S. and Lieberman, M.A. (1965) "Psychotherapy Through the Group Process". Tavistock Publications,
London.
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proposition, such as that of SIavson2 , that attention to group processes in therapy groups is irrelevant or even

antagonistic to the therapeutic aim, to the sharply contrasting view, as described by Foulke~ , Bion4, and Ezriels , that

group processesare~ to the therapeutic process. Whitaker and Liebennan' adopt the position that group processes

are not of themselves necessarily consistently constructive nor consistently destructive, but that they may, depending

on their character sometimes facilitate therapy, sometimes interfere. They ask and examine the questions of how and

when the therapist can use them to produce useful therapeutic experiences. They hypothesise a theory of group process

which focuses on factors bearing on the therapeutic process and subject to the therapist's influence. They assert that

processes characteristic of the group as a whole are an intrinsic and inevitableaspect of all groups, no matter what their

size or function. In a therapy group, group processes not only "exist", but are a major factor influencingthe nature of

each patient's therapeutic experience. The manner in which each patient contributes to, participates in, and is affected

by the group processes determines to a considerable degree whether he will profit trom his group therapy experience, be

untouched by it, or be harmed by it. The therapist can influence the character and development of the group and

thereby influence the individual's therapeutic experience. It is therefore important that the therapist have some

understanding of the group processes and their meaningfor the therapeutic process.

The few variables which can be influenced by the group therapist include the size and composition of the group, its

physical setting and the trequency of sessions, the kind of outside contacts (if any) that he provides, and his own

participation during group sessions. The last of these variables seems to be far the most crucial. In order to

understand the effect of the therapist's interventions in the group, and on its individualmembers, it is first necessary to

establish a way of conceptualising the dynamicgroup situation.

The Group Process

Various clinicians working with groups have hypothesised that the observable elements of a group therapy session

constitute tbe manifest material, and that successive manifest elements are linked associatively and have covert

meaning, most trequently outside the patient's immediate awareness, referring to feelings and concerns experienced in

the "here-and-now" situation. What a patient actually expresses during a group session, of all the concerns he might

express, is influenced by the character of the situation. The elements included in such contribution are responded to

selectively by others, with the result that a shared concern gradually emerges trom the selected aspects of successive

contributions being picked up and built on, as relevant to the other patients. Attempts to describe the shared aspects

of group behaviour have involved the introduction of theoretical terms defining the central concepts. The terms of

some theories are more or less translatable into the language of another, but no two theories are directly comparable.

Some reflect basic differences in conceptualisation, apart trom differences in emphasis or comprehensiveness.

Approaches to group therapy range trom emphasis on group characteristics, as with Bion, Foulkes, Ezriel, and

Whitaker and Lieberman' , interpersonal relationships, as with Eric Berne. and Yalom9, or focus on the individual

patient adapted trom the model of the psychoanalytic process in two-person therapy, as with Slavson10. All three

approaches share the same goal -promoting the growth of the individualpatient. Here I will be focusing on group

therapy emphasising attention to group characteristics.

2 Slavson,SR (1957) "Are There 'Group Dynamics' in Therapy Groups?". International Journal of Group
Psychotherapy, 7:131-154.
3 Foulkes, S.H. (1964) "Therapeutic Group Analysis". George Allen & Unwon,London.
4 Bion,W.R (1961) "Experiences in Groups and Other Papers". Tavistock Publications, London.
S Ezriel H. (1950) "A Psychoanalytic Approach to Group Treatment". British Journal of Medical Psychology, 23:59-
74.
6 Whitaker, D.S. and Lieberman, M.A. ibid.
, ibid
· Berne, E. (1961) "Transactional Analysis in Psychotherapy". Grunt and Stratton, New York.
o Yalom,I.D.(1975)"TheTheoryandPracticeof GroupPsychotherapy"(2ndEd.).BasicBooks,NewYork.
10 Slavson,S.R. ibid.
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Whitaker and Lieberman base their model on the work of Thomas Frenchll whose theory proposes that an individual's

current behaviour is an expression of individual solutions functioning to deal with current focal conflicts between basic

impulses or wishes and reactive fears or guilt rooted in long-standing nuclear conflicts developed much earlier in the

individual's life. When French's basic ideas are transposed and extended to apply to the dynamics of groups, the

model works out like this. There are times in a group when the emergenceof some shared wish, impulse or hope can

be observed. In this model, this is called the disturbing motive, or the shared wish. If nothing stands against this,

stopping it ITom being openly expressed in the group, then this shared wish, impulse or hope can emerge as a theme

for discussion. Frequently, however, the shared wish or impulse is accompanied by some related shared fear or guilt

which is in conflict with the shared wish and fights against its emergence. In the language of the model this is called

the reactive motive, or more simply, the reactive or shared fear. The wish and the fear, taken together, constitute the

group focal conflict.

Events in a group therapy session are conceptualised in terms of a slowly emerging shared covert conflict, consisting of

the two elements -a disturbing motive (or wish) and a reactive motive (or fear), which conflict, pervade the group as a

whole, and are core issues engaging the energies of the patients. Concomitant with this conflict there are attempts to

find a solution, representing a compromise between the opposing forces. The solution is aimed primarily at

alleviating reactive fears, but also attempts to allow maximumgratification of the wish.

This approach closely resembles that of Ezriel who uses the term common group tension to refer to the covert shared

aspects of the group process, and who describes three kinds of object-relationships inferred ITomit -(i) the required

relationship which the patients try to establish within the group and in particular with the therapist, and which has to

be adopted to escape ITom(ii) the avoided relationship, involving a disturbing wish or impulse which, however much

they maydesireit, has to be avoidedITomexpressionin externalreality,becauseof (iii)a fearedcalamity,whichthe
patients seem convinced would inevitably follow if they allowed themselves to give in to their secret desires of

entering into the avoided relationship. The impulses and fears involved in a group focal conflict generally, particularly

as the conflictis emerging,existoutsidethe awarenessof the patients,althoughtheymaybe recognisedby an outside
observer (such as the therapist) who may help the patients to become aware of these feelings. The content of the

required relationship, or solution in Whitaker's terminology, mayberecognisedby the patients,althoughgenerallynot
its relevance to the underlying focal conflict.

Conflict occurs in the therapy group with regard to the attempts to develop a required relationship or solution

acceptable to the group members, who then have the task of resolving this solutional conflict.

The period encompassing a group focal conflict involving the dominance in the group situation of a single disturbing

and reactivemotiveuntil terminatedby the establishmentof a shared(successful)solutioncanbe consideredas the
basic unit of group life. This of course is not necessarily completed in a single group session, as a series of sessions

may revolve around the same conflict until a unanimously acceptable solution in the group is reached. At each

successive point in a session the group is in a different state with reference to the conflict, with successive shifts in

equilibrium having a direction of movement toward the establishment of a successful solution -that is, behaviour in

the group which affords alleviation of anxiety. Shifts in equilibrium in moving toward this goal occur due to

individual differences of group members regarding the positions they take with reference to the immediate relation

between the disturbing motive, the reactive motive and the solution.

The immediate group situation acts as a stimulus which elicits overt behaviour ITom a group member, and this

behaviour in turn has an impact on the balance of forces within the group focal conflict, changing the equilibrium.

11 French,T. (1952)"TheIntegrationof Behaviour:BasicPostulates". UniversityofChicaRoPress.
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Solutions when reached vary in the manner in which they deal with the associated focal conflict. When the solution

deals exclusivelywith the reactive fear it is restrictive -and when it not only alleviates reactive fears but also allows

some gratification or expression of the disturbing motive it is an enabling one.

Successive focal conflicts are often linked by similar disturbing motives (wishes) constituting a group theme for a

series of sessions, until a new disturbing motive becomes dominant with either a shift in the person or persons to

whom the fear is directed or a shift in the feeling itself. During the time that a single theme dominates a group, the

group characteristically moves toward and away from the expression of the disturbing wish or impulse, progression

depending on the character of the solutions established to deal with successive focal conflicts related to the theme.

Increased directness of expression of the disturbing motive occurs as long as the group develops enabling rather than
restrictive solutions; and movement away ftom such expression occurs when restrictive solutions tend to dominate.

Eventually the prevailing dominant theme changes, either when an enabling solution is established permitting the

emergence of a new disturbing motive, or, more frequently, when a restrictive solution is established prohibiting

further expression of the disturbing motive.

The successful solutions which a group develops to deal with successive focal conflicts regulate and define the group,

functioning not only to alleviate anxiety and to permit some gratification of particular disturbing motives, but also to

set limits, regulate relationships and define the group world - that is, function as a group culture. This culture is

subject to change, depending on the retention, modification or discarding of solutions by the group. As a solution is

a compromise, always involving some restriction of the disturbing motive, and as patients vary in their experiencing of

the disturbing and reactive motives, some patients pressing for more satisfaction and others experiencing precarious

alleviation ftom anxiety despite the solution, pressure always exists promoting the reexperiencing of various aspects of

the group focal conflict. This allows for the modification of a solution as change occurs in the balance of forces
within the focal conflict.

As disturbing motives express basic human needs, which people do not renounce, and the intensity of which remain

constant (although limits may need to be accepted on their gratification), modification of the group solution never

occurs from a reduction in intensity of the disturbing motive. Direct attacks on a group solution generate an upsurge

of tension in the group and are ineffective in producing change. The staying power of a solution is due to its primary

feature of alleviatinganxiety, which can be formed equally well by both therapeutic and anti-therapeutic solutions.

Group development occurs from the recurrence of basic issues or themes and the progressive expansion of group

boundaries due to the modification of the group culture. During the initial (usually brief) formative phase of group

development, restrictive solutions dominate the group culture. Prior expectations of the patients, the nature of the

group situation, and the composition of the group are the significant factors generating the initial conflicts of this

phase. The group tends to disguise, to find a spokesman for, or to rationalise wishes or fears associated with a broad

range of conflicts. Turn-taking is often used as a way of dealing with resentment toward the therapist for failing to

provide adequate direction or as a way of avoiding competitive feelingswith one another. The group often endeavours
to find links of similarity between its members to conceal their wishes for a special individual relationship with the

therapist or to deal with underlying fears of ridicule or loss of self-esteem. With the establishment of successful

solutions which cope with initial fears about criticism, ridicule, punishment by the therapist and so forth, a culture is

generated allowing hope for therapeutic gain to be established, so that patients can feel some commitment to the group.

The group is enabled to function with reasonable comfort, marking the end of the formative phase. The group then

enters a lengthy established phase, which continues until the group terminates, during which themes recur and are dealt

with repeatedly with continued modification of the group culture, including both restrictive and enabling solutions, the

latter gradually coming to dominate. A state of maturity of a therapy group, where further development is unlikely or

unnecessary, where stable solutions to basic focal conflicts have been achieved, is probably never reached.
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The Individual in the Group

Returning to French's theory, an individual's current behaviour is understandable as an expression of individual

solutions to currently experienced focal conflicts rooted in long-standing nuclear conflicts developed much earlier in the

individual's life. Feelings consonant with basic nuclear conflicts are experienced in current interpersonal settings, and

take on a specific character trom the specificsof the current situation. Presumably, the patient enters therapy because

some or all of his habitual solutions have begun to be non-functional or inadequate -he regards them as essential to his
existence but wishes to be rid of them.

Ezriel independently arrived at a similar theoretical conceptualisation, based largely upon Fairbairn's object-relation

theories(as outlinedby Sutherland12). He holds that the transferencesituationoccurs when one individualmeets
another. In addition to any consciously motivated pattern, a person's manifest behaviour contains features which

represent an attempt to solve an unconscious tension arising trom this person's relations with unconscious fantasy

objects, the residues of unresolved infantile objects which are being transferred to objects of his present environment.

At the point of entering therapy, according to Ezriel tension exists in the patient seeking discharge through

establishing a certain kind of relationship between himself and the therapist in the here-and-now of the therapeutic

situation, that is through "acting out" (re-enacting).

During the first group session, a group focal conflict develops including certain of the individual's wishes and fears -
he immediately feels threatened by events in the immediate interactive situation, and endeavours to cope with this

threat by rendering the group viable through seeking a change in the current situation. He will stay in a role assigned

to him by another, only if it happens to coincide with his own unconscious fantasy and if it allows him to manipulate

others into appropriate roles. Otherwise he will endeavour to institute relevant habitual solutions. The result of each

member doing this is the establishment of a common denominator, a common group tension out of each individual's
dominant unconscious tension. This will lead to manifest interactions between the various group members, aimed at

resolving or at least dllOlmshingthat aspect of their individual unconscious tension which is contained in the common

group tension. The eventual solution is likely to be related to, but not identical with. the preferred direction of any

patient. Although patients collaborate in the generation of successive focal conflicts, they are unaware that their

individual reactions and contribution constitute part of a collaborative process. Ezriel contends that the characteristics

of the group as a whole can be grasped only by someone who views the group trom a perspective different trom that of

the patients -the therapist who stands outside the focal conflict yet empathises with the affect involved.

The purpose of the therapy group is to establish conditions under which each patient can change -where he may be

helped to discard maladaptive ways of thinking, behaving and relating, and make new more adaptive patterns a part of

his way of life. Group therapy is offered on the assumption that the group setting can provide a setting for desirable

personal change.

The steps required for therapeutic change can be summarised in this way:

the patient must experience, in the therapeutic setting, personal conflicts relevant to core nuclear conflicts;

he must not cope successfully with the anxiety generated by these experiences by consistently using his

past maladaptive solutions; and,

in consequence, he must experience not disaster but the new learning that these habitual solutions are not

necessary to his existence. '

The eliciting function of the group is critical for these to happen and this is most likely to occur when the group

12 Sutherland, J.D. (1963) "Object- Relations Theory and the Conceptual Model of Psychoanalysis". British Journal
of Medical Psychology, 36: 109-124.
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culture is dominated by enabling rather than restrictive solutions.

The circumstances in the group which create conditions essential for the individual's therapeutic experience are:

exposure in the group to considerable threat in relation to his neurosis, where he is unable to utilise old

patterns of behaviour to avoid this threat;

the new environment offers new guarantees of safety (group solution), not contingent on the utilisation.
of his habitual maladaptive solutions.

Insight, according to Whitaker and Lieberman, appears to play a varying role in the therapeutic process. According to

Ezriel it is crucial , and is prior to reality testing -insight cannot occur unless new information about his feelings,

behaviour and relationships becomes available to the patient, and unless he is prepared to utilise this information.

Failure to benefit trom therapy occurs:

when a patient succeeds consistently in maintaining a habitual maladaptive solution in the group, thus
remaining comfortable and affectivelyuntouched by the situation;

when he resorts to physical or psychological flight, thus insulating himself from the affective forces in

the group;

or when he reacts to threat with the breakdown of previously established solutions, and the substitution

of disorganised, inadequate behaviour.

Therapeutic benefit is limited for the consistently silent patient as interpretations and feedback are less available to him..
Tbe Tberapist in tbe Group

In group psychotherapy, the therapist's goal is io faciliiate the therapeutic process for each patient in the group. He

brings certain patients together into a group, he makes certain over-all policy decisions regarding time, place, fi-equency

and the manner he plans to conduct the group. He then makes continual decisions about which aspects of the session

are important to attend to, and when and how to intervene during the life of the group.

The group therapist may focus primarily on the individual patient, or primarily on group processes. A therapist-
focusing on individual patients generally offers direct personal interpretations to the patient, tends to probe into the

patient's history to clarifYlinks with past situations, uses dream material and encourages other patients to interpret.

He considers the value of the group to be its provision of extensive information on which he can base interpretations,

and its provision of auxiliary therapists who can also interpret as well as react to the patient. Group forces are

generally only attended to when they interfere with the therapist's work.

The therapist emphasising group processes, by contrast, tends to encourage the development of a group culture

allowing patients to re-experience crucial conflicts in the group setting. Whilst the eliciting effect of the group is

regarded as important, this is but one of many ways in which group forces are considered by this therapist to have an

impact on the individual's therapeutic experience. He attends to the over-all characteristics of the group, as well as the

individual contribution of the patient to them and their effects on him, viewing the individual in the ~ontext of the

group.

The difference between these two basic approaches is, of course, one of means and should not be taken as one of goals,

as the goal of each is the promotion of therapeutic change in the patient.

The therapist's influence in the group is seen as deriving trom both his real power, involving his training, experience

and perspective in the group, and his attributed poweras a sharedtransferenceobject. His specialpositionin the
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group pennits him to view group events trom a unique perspective. His capacity to stand aside trom and observe the

prevailing group forces, whilst empathising with them, enables him to control his intervention, to assess the prevailing

group situation, and to direct his participation in tenns of certain therapeutic goals.

Both Whitaker and Ezriel consider that the therapist is most effective when he controls his participation by adhering

strictly to a technique using only transference interpretations, that is interpreting the unconscious meaning of what is

going on in the group, trom what is brought into the group, verbalised or expressed in action, here-and-now, the

cqmmon group tension or group focal conflict. Any particular patient's reactions are referred to only in so far as two
things can be shown -that his behaviour represents his specific way of coping with the group conflict, and why he acts

this way in preference to other ways of dealing with this problem. Such interpretations facilitate both the emergence

of less disguised expression of the hitherto avoided behaviour pattern in the group, and the integration of the experience

gained in the session with experiences outside the therapeutic situation - experiences both in the patients' present

environment and their past - especia.llyin their infantile past.

Conclusion

The foregoing has been presented as the theoretical basis on which my practice of group 'psychotherapy has been

founded. h relies on the ident~cation of a three tiered conceptualisation of ongoing dynamic group tensions in here-

and-now transference relationships, developed fi-omthe experience of Whitaker and Liebennan in the United States of

America and that of Henry Ezriel in England. Its application lias been found to provide in the group patient crucial

experiences in which he finds that the calamity he fears and expects as a result of wbft he did, said, or did not do or
say, does not occur. With this method the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions can be checked by the subsequent

emergence in the group of more direct expression of the disturbing wish or impulse or avoided relationship. Of course

this of itself does not demonstrate more effective functioning by the patient in external reality; however, patients'

"spontaneous" reports, referring to their current functioning in external reality do provide some evidence on which

conclusions can be based, and this evidence indicates that such change does in fact emerge, though tending to lag

behind the appearance of changed behaviour in the group.
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